FACILITY DRESS CODE

ALLOWED

- Athletic shirt or top that covers the pectoral region through full range of motion are required
- Sport/Athletic bras designed to be worn while working out are permitted
- Athletic footwear that is clean of debris, covers the entire foot, is closed-toed, and has non-marking soles are required

NOT ALLOWED

- Altered/ripped/cut or extremely loose/baggy apparel (gets caught in machinery)
- Jeans or cargo pants/shorts (abrasive on upholstery)
- Transparent or sheer (see-through) clothing
- Clothing with derogatory messaging that may be deemed offensive (language, subject matter, etc.) by SRWS staff
- Shorts/bottoms that do not cover the gluteal fold through the entire range of motion.
- Flip-flops or ‘croc’ types shoes
- Boots on equipment

These policies are in place to provide a welcoming and inclusive experience for all users of our facilities. When using stretching areas and equipment, SRWS strongly recommends that a barrier (shirt, towel, etc.) be placed between you and the surface. Failure to meet the SRWS department dress code standards may result in disciplinary actions, up to and including removal from facilities.

For more information, please visit: www.uakron.edu/rec/about/policies/dress-code